INTRODUCTION
============

Cancer remains a leading cause of death in the USA[@b1-jcp-21-201] and worldwide.[@b2-jcp-21-201] Improving health behaviors, such as smoking cessation, physical activity, eating a healthful diet, and adherence to evidenced-based cancer screening guidelines, remain key strategies in the prevention and control of cancer.[@b3-jcp-21-201] It has been argued that systematically examining the basis of human behaviors, guided by theory, can significantly enhance our understanding of cancer-related health behaviors and help design programs to improve these behaviors.[@b4-jcp-21-201] In support of this argument, prior research in the behavioral sciences has noted that health behavior interventions based on explicit theoretical models are more effective at changing the specific behaviors compared with interventions that are not theoretically based.[@b5-jcp-21-201]

Reviews of empirical research have revealed that only a fraction of published health behavior interventions have actually used theory to develop their respective interventions.[@b6-jcp-21-201] Of the limited interventions that do incorporate theory, most are based on a small number of general behavioral theories originally developed more than 30 years ago, are often informed by or loosely based on theory, and focus primarily on the individual level of analysis rather than potential influences at multiple levels (e.g., environmental and policy levels).[@b6-jcp-21-201] Furthermore, most studies that claim to be theory-based do not actually measure the theoretical constructs that are proposed as being responsible for behavior change, and a significant amount of variance remains unexplained.[@b7-jcp-21-201] These themes of limited use of theory in behavior change interventions and poor implementation of theory in intervention research when theory is actually used are reflected in the cancer literature more specifically.[@b8-jcp-21-201] Further advancement in theory development for behavioral change is needed to substantively move the field of cancer prevention and control forward.

Our understanding of human behaviors and ways to change cancer-relevant health behaviors can be substantively advanced by utilizing and analyzing the massive amounts of data, referred to as *Big Data*, afforded by technological advances in the research enterprise. In this paper, we discuss promising opportunities and methodological approaches relevant to Big Data for cancer prevention and control issues in three areas: 1) data mining activities; 2) testing current theories with Big Data; and 3) integrating research models and methods from other fields into the behavioral sciences. This paper does not provide a comprehensive review of all studies relevant to Big Data and cancer prevention, but instead emphasizes future directions to advance cancer prevention and control by improving behavioral theory through the use of Big Data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

The National Cancer Institute (NCI) organized a workshop - "Big Data and Theory Advancement" - held September 2013 at the National Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD, USA). Experts in cancer prevention, computer engineering, statistics, behavioral science, and public health gathered to discuss how to leverage Big Data and dynamic systems models to advance health behavior theory in the context of cancer research. Workshop discussions and breakout groups were organized around the opportunities and challenges within five thematic topic areas: health behavior theory, systems modeling, social network data analysis, Big Data mash-ups and statistical modeling, and dynamic interventions. This paper reflects and expands on key themes and ideas discussed during this workshop.

RESULTS
=======

1. Defining "model" and "Big Data"
----------------------------------

We first make a distinction among three types of *models* and discuss definitions of *Big Data*, given that these terms are used and defined differently in various scientific fields. A *conceptual model* represents proposed relationships among constructs and is often graphically represented as a series of boxes indicating constructs, as well as arrows that demonstrate the relations among these constructs. Conceptual models need not be explanatory or predictive in nature, but when they are, they are often described as a "theory" in the health behavior field. In contrast, a *statistical model*, widely used by behavioral scientists, represents mathematical relationships among measures of constructs (typically discussed in terms of the direction and strength of association). While statistical models are often utilized to test hypotheses (e.g., multi-level regression modeling), many researchers have utilized statistical models to describe relationships among constructs without incorporating a theory or conceptual model. A *computational model*, used more in the engineering and computer science fields, also represents mathematical relationships of constructs. With computational models, however, researchers manipulate parameters of a complex, often dynamic system, using extensive computational resources (i.e., computer science tools) in an experimental manner (i.e., computer simulation) to make precise mathematical predictions.

The term *Big Data* has been used to represent various types of data (e.g., genomic data, social media data, real-time wearable sensor or cell phone data), often without clearly defining the term. For the purpose of this paper, Big Data is defined along three dimensions: volume, velocity, and variety.[@b9-jcp-21-201] Big Data differs from traditional data not only in the amount of data collected (i.e., volume) but also in how rapidly and efficiently large amounts of data can be collected, extracted, aggregated and/or integrated (i.e., velocity), often into more complex data sets. Big Data may be unstructured or structured text, number, image, audio and/or video (i.e., variety) and often must be "cleaned" or manipulated before it can be useful. Examples of Big Data relevant to cancer prevention and control include minute-by-minute accelerometry, global positioning system, and/or heart rate data on a large group of users; social media sites with millions of data points related to health behaviors; databases that merge large cohort studies with common data elements relevant to cancer; and large data sets derived from electronic health records and/or personalized health records with cancer-related information. With these definitions in mind, we discuss opportunities to leverage Big Data to advance cancer prevention and control research.

2. Data mining: Big Data and cancer prevention
----------------------------------------------

Data mining can be very useful for generating and/or refining hypotheses by finding associations or patterns in large data sets that may not have otherwise been identified. Data mining is not one method but consists of a family of methods including decision trees, nonlinear regression and classification methods, and neural networks.[@b10-jcp-21-201] When appropriately used, data mining methods are interactive and iterative in nature. They involve selecting a relevant database, knowing the content of the data, performing data cleaning before any analyses, and choosing algorithms to examine relationships among variables in the data.

While data mining approaches are not new, so far only a few studies have employed these methods for the purpose of addressing topics relevant to cancer prevention and control. To date, most data mining studies of cancer-relevant behaviors from mobile applications (apps) and/or social media platforms[@b11-jcp-21-201] have primarily been descriptive in nature. Fortunately, examples exist in the literature of how to conduct data mining on a very large sample with cross-sectional observation data to identify systematic correlates of cancer prevention outcomes, and rapidly validate the exploratory findings.[@b12-jcp-21-201] Moreover, an analytic framework exists for employing data mining methods with intervention studies (e.g., randomized clinical trial \[RCT\]).[@b13-jcp-21-201] Yet, employing data mining methods and corresponding validation analyses with longitudinal Big Data, in either repeated assessment observation or experimental studies, remains an unexplored frontier. Such explorations could help researchers identify new time-specific predictors of cancer-related health behaviors and contribute to the development of new behavioral theories or to the refinement of existing behavioral theories.

Machine learning, where computer algorithms can learn from and make predictions on data, also holds promise for behavior theory development because of its focus on prediction and its requirement for users to supply specific 'inputs' to be examined. Although relevant applications of this method can be found in the examination of genetic data to predict clinical outcomes,[@b14-jcp-21-201] there are few, if any, examples of this method being applied to predicting cancer-related health behaviors, much less behavior theory development using large data sets. Instead, cancer prevention-related studies employing machine learning[@b15-jcp-21-201] (e.g., natural language processing) have primarily been descriptive in nature, rather than predictive.

There are a number of limitations and challenges to mining Big Data, in general, that apply to cancer prevention and control research. There still exist many barriers to accessing Big Data, and even when accessible, there may be concerns about the quality of data, partly due to a lack of standard formats for data storage and linkage. A lack of behavioral ontologies also impedes progress by not providing standard definitions of constructs nor delineating relationships among constructs. Moreover, there is the concern that Big Data may have substantial 'noise' or errors, and thus do not have any veracity or true value. On a related note, there is concern that researchers may make inappropriate inferences or report spurious associations due to the nature of data-driven analyses. Replication of results to demonstrate robust findings[@b12-jcp-21-201] and knowledge synthesis to build a cumulative scientific database may help to address these concerns.

The proliferation of interactive internet sites, social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, YouTube), smart phone apps (e.g., MyFitnessPal, QuitStart), and other mobile health wearable devices (e.g., Fitbit, Apple Watch, Garmin) have created potential data mining opportunities not previously conceived as possible. Collaborations with social media and health app companies to analyze de-identified datasets relevant to cancer prevention topics could help advance the field. In addition, the inclusion of cancer-relevant health behaviors (e.g., smoking status, cancer screening) in electronic health records as core objectives of Meaningful Use Stage 2, as discussed by the Institute of Medicine,[@b16-jcp-21-201] offers the possibility of accessing and analyzing large clinical datasets to understand and predict these key cancer-related behaviors. The ability to pool data from multiple data sets with common data elements and conduct integrative data analysis[@b17-jcp-21-201] with the larger combined data set offers further opportunities to explore cancer prevention and control issues.

3. Testing existing theories with Big Data
------------------------------------------

Big Data affords opportunities for directly testing and refining existing theories used in cancer prevention research, integrating them where appropriate, and discarding theories or parts of theories that are not empirically supported. In observational and quasi-experimental research, new technologies (e.g., mobile phones, sensors, social media) are being used to capture rich, temporally dense measurements (multiple observations/person/day) of health behavior and theoretical constructs in unprecedented detail to examine within- and between-person variability. These technologies expand the range of constructs that can be incorporated into new theories of health behavior by assessing the context of behavior in ways not previously possible. This also captures more precisely the timing of events, allowing for more detailed knowledge about their temporal ordering. For example, research using real-time mobile phone assessments has shown morning levels of self-efficacy, but not outcome expectancies, to predict leisure time physical activity later in the day among endometrial cancer survivors.[@b18-jcp-21-201] In addition to mobile technologies, social media platforms (e.g., Facebook or Twitter) are gaining increased attention among researchers interested in behavioral interventions.[@b19-jcp-21-201] Yet, much of this prior research has been limited to relatively small convenience samples. The use of very large sample sizes or very large time-intensive data sets to directly examine health behavior theories relevant to cancer prevention and control is on the near horizon.

As observational and quasi-experimental studies often have limitations in establishing causality, RCTs have come to be accepted as the gold standard research design for evaluating whether a behavioral intervention or treatment "works".[@b20-jcp-21-201] The great expense and long duration of RCTs create pressure to design behavioral interventions as "packages" that bundle together as many theoretically active intervention components as possible in hopes that the eventually completed trial will yield a significant treatment effect. Recent advances in adaptive experimental design, such as the Multiphase Optimization Strategy (MOST), the sequential multiple assignment randomized trial (SMART), and the micro-randomization study, allow optimization of behavioral interventions and refinement of behavioral theory using a RCT design.[@b21-jcp-21-201] While behavioral researchers have begun employing adaptive intervention designs, the use of Big Data in cancer prevention and control interventions has received scant attention, much less the testing of theory. Further investigations of how to incorporate these novel optimized RCT designs into theory testing with very large samples are warranted.

Distinct from traditional and optimized RCTs, advances in and proliferation of mobile phone and sensor technologies provide opportunities for Just-in-Time, Adaptive Interventions (JITAIs). JITAIs are contextualized interventions provided at the place and time that they are needed and adapt to changes in individual behavior and needs.[@b22-jcp-21-201] Cancer prevention research is beginning to utilize JITAIs. For example, one pilot study found that JITAI reduced sedentary behavior among obese adults.[@b23-jcp-21-201] In another study, a Mobile TEEN smart phones app automatically detects physical activity and sedentary bouts, as well as prompts users to assess real-time theory-based predictors of these behaviors via time-intensive monitoring.[@b24-jcp-21-201] Further development of JITAIs promises rich sources of time-intensive Big Data to help researchers better understand and modify behavior tailored specifically to each individual.

Taken together, several opportunities hold promise for testing existing behavior theories relevant to cancer prevention and control. 1) Technology platforms (e.g., Fitbit, Apple Watch, Run-Keeper, etc.) that collect time-intensive observation behavior data could help advance theory by incorporating selected measures based on theoretical constructs. 2) Researchers can leverage mobile technology and/or social media to developing large-scale adaptive interventions to test whether the manipulation and optimization of various proposed theoretical factors (e.g., extrinsic motivation, self-efficacy) actually changes cancer-related health behaviors (e.g., smoking cessation). 3) Passive assessment of behaviors and environments via mobile and/or environmental sensors (e.g., accelerometers, passive smoking sensors, GPS) offer new opportunities for theory-based JITAIs tailored specifically for the individual.

4. Integrating models and methods to advance theory
---------------------------------------------------

Borrowing and adapting research methods and statistical/computational models from fields outside of behavioral science that address dynamic data may provide new avenues to advance cancer prevention and control, and radically transform how we test and refine health behavior theory. One profound change in data collection is the proliferation of temporally dense data from various technologies. These new sources of data for theoretical testing, however, require methods and analytic techniques that are designed to handle temporally dense, often noisy data.

Fortunately, many of these approaches already exist, predominantly from computer science and engineering where researchers address noisy, temporally dense data, leading to the development of robust and sophisticated methods for analyzing and modeling such data.[@b25-jcp-21-201] The field of health behavior theory has also begun to borrow from computer science and engineering a range of computational dynamic modeling approaches, generally termed systems science models. Social network analysis, agent-based modeling, and dynamical systems modeling are the three major forms of computational modeling that have increasingly been used to study behavioral phenomena.[@b26-jcp-21-201] These computational approaches not only offer a greater mathematical specificity of the relations among theoretical constructs than statistical modeling but also provide substantial flexibility to model complex and dynamic interrelations among theoretical constructs over time.

We briefly describe the three forms of computational modeling. Social network analysis examines social influences via nodes (individual actors) and ties (the connection between nodes). Social network analysis has been used to characterize the influences of individuals on one another for a variety of health behaviors.[@b27-jcp-21-201] Agent-based models use computational models to simulate the dynamic actions of agents (individuals or collective groups such as corporations). In the behavioral and social sciences, agent-based models have been used primarily to understand the effects of population-based health policies (e.g., changes in cigarette taxes, increased access to immunization),[@b28-jcp-21-201] but could be used to address a wide variety of health outcomes and their antecedents. Dynamic system models represent a set of computational modeling approaches to model complex systems over time. Dynamic systems models stemming from control systems engineering have recently been applied to health behavior.[@b29-jcp-21-201] In modeling of feedback loops and the use of fluid analogies, these models can explain how even seemingly simple systems can behave in complex and nonlinear ways. The application and adaptation of computer science and engineering computational dynamic modeling approaches to the development of novel dynamic health behavior models have been discussed in relation to behavioral research in general[@b21-jcp-21-201] and cancer-related health behaviors, such as tobacco interventions.[@b30-jcp-21-201]

However, the testing of these new dynamic models using large-scale Big Data to address cancer-related health behaviors has not received much attention. As such, the evidence of how well these dynamic models can capture the experiences of cancer-relevant populations, and the complex relationships between theoretical constructs and particular health behaviors is only preliminary. It also remains unclear how these new dynamic models correspond to or improve the traditional "static" models related to cancer-related health behavior change or health behavior links to cancer outcomes.

DISCUSSION
==========

In this age of Big Data, traditional study designs (e.g., cross-sectional surveys, RCTs) and traditional research methods (e.g., simple regressions, pre- to post-intervention analyses) seem insufficient to capture the richness of the data that can now be collected for cancer prevention and control using Big Data sources. To substantively improve our understanding of cancer-related health behaviors and make modification to these key behaviors, further advancement of the theories that explain these behaviors are needed.

The following recommendations are put forth to advance cancer-related behavioral theories with Big Data:

1.  Encourage data mining in all aspects of cancer prevention research, from data exploration aimed at hypothesis generation to intervention research aimed at refining hypotheses (e.g., post RCT exploration of treatment effects using CART). Establish training opportunities in data mining and data visualization approaches for behavioral scientists interested in cancer prevention and control research.

2.  Develop, curate, and incorporate passive and/or brief computer-adaptive measures of cancer-related health behaviors and their proposed theoretical predictors into various studies and platforms that can collect a large amount of data (e.g., electronic health records, social media, mobile health apps, large cohort studies). Establish common data elements, common measures, and behavioral ontologies for cancer prevention researchers to use. Prioritize research that incorporates these common measures, and explicitly test proposed mechanisms of behavior change.

3.  Encourage collaborations among cancer prevention researchers, data scientists, psychometric experts, computer engineers, clinical informatics researchers, bioinformatics experts, behavioral methodologists, and behavioral theorists to advance cancer prevention research and related theories. Funding opportunities, developer challenges/prizes, hackathons, symposia, and workshops could facilitate the formation of these collaborations.

4.  Establish public-private partnerships that involve cancer prevention and control researchers working with health technology companies, social media companies, health app entrepreneurs, EHR vendors, and/or non-governmental organizations to collect information on cancer prevention relevant topics. The partnerships could emphasize the analysis of existing data, incorporating relevant measures into established or developing infrastructure, create application program interfaces to readily share data for analysis, and/or establish new methods and approaches for testing and refining behavioral theories.

5.  Create proof-of-principle studies for implementing adaptive and optimized behavioral interventions in large cancer-relevant samples (e.g., Facebook cancer groups, health maintenance organization networks, online cancer communities). Explore the utilization of large cancer-related volunteer panels to accelerate the pace of behavioral intervention development and implementation via novel technology.

6.  Compare head-to-head JITAI versus traditional/usual care behavioral interventions to evaluate the effectiveness of improving specific cancer-related behaviors. Measures of proposed theoretical mechanisms in both types of interventions should be included and explicitly tested.

7.  Analyze dynamic models of behavior change relevant to cancer, and test whether dynamic models better explain behavior change (i.e., account for more variance) than traditional health behavior models.

To reduce the burden of cancer from a population science perspective, changing human behavior is essential. Armed with Big Data, health information technology, and rigorous research methodology, emerging innovations in research offer much promise to the scientific community in ever important endeavors to better understand and modify cancer-related health behaviors.
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